Spring 2020 Psychology Outside Course List
(No Prerequisites)

**Anthropology**
- ANTH 110C California Pasts (Also offered as LGST 112)
- ANTH 110I Cultures of Sustainability and Social Justice
- ANTH 110S Evolution of Democracy
- ANTH 110Y Feeding California
- ANTH 125 Magic, Science, and Religion
- ANTH 130F Blackness in Motion: Anthology of the African Diasporas (also offered as CRES 130)
- ANTH 130O Native Feminisms, Gender and Settler Colonialism

**Critical Race and Ethnic Studies**
- CRES 130 Blackness in Motion: Anthology of the African Diasporas

**Education (all need instructor’s permission)**
- EDUC 104 Ethical Issues and Teaching
- EDUC 141 Bilingualism and Schooling
- EDUC 173 Critical Pedagogy
- EDUC 174 Ethnographic Research

**Environmental Studies (all need instructor’s permission)**
- ENVS 110 Institutions, the Environment, and Economic Systems
- ENVS 121 Landscape Ecology
- ENVS 133 Agroecology Practicum
- ENVS 140 National Environmental Policy
- ENVS 149 Environmental Law and Policy
- ENVS 151 Environmental Assessment
- ENVS 153 Globalization and the Environment: Trade Complements and Conflicts
- ENVS 159 Nature Literature
- ENVS 169 Climate Change Ecology
- ENVS 179 Environmental Interpretation

**Feminist Studies**
- FMST 145 Racial and Gender Formations in the U.S.
- FMST 150 Mediating Desire (needs instructor’s permission)
- FMST 188 Topics in Feminist Studies: Queer Hope and Pleasure
- FMST 188 Topics in Feminist Studies: Theorizing Settler Colonialism
**History of Consciousness**
- HISC 110  Histories of the Atom
- HISC 135  What is Freedom?

**Latin American/Latino Studies**
- LALS 124  Brazilian Cinema
- LALS 129  America Latina: Cine, Dictadura y Memoria (taught in Spanish)
- LALS 161P Theater in the “Chicano Power” Movement
- LALS 163  The Amazon: Cultures and Perspectives
- LALS 170  Indigenous Struggles in the Americas
- LALS 178  Gender, Transnationalism, and Globalization

**Legal Studies**
- LGST 105C  Modern Political Thought
- LGST 112  California Pasts
- LGST 120A  Congress, President, and the Court in American Politics

**Linguistics**
- LING 111  Syntactic Structures

**Politics**
- POLI 105C  Modern Political Thought
- POLI 120A  Congress, President, and the Court in American Politics
- POLI 140D  Politics of East Asia
- POLI 147  The Politics of Territorial Conflict
- POLI 154  The Philippines and the World
- POLI 160A  Theories of International and World Politics

**Sociology**
- SOCY 173X  Water and Sanitation Justice